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内容概要

　　A specialist U.K. English language learning course book for nurses who are non-native speakers of U.K.
English. The book is intended for self study but would serve as a major resource for a taught course. 　　The book
presents examples of formal medical U.K. English, colloquialisms, idioms and clinical notes. The user practices
reading and writing through exercises and the language is introduced through the medium of a series of simulated
clinical cases.　　The first part contains text and exercises which are `about' nursing in the NHS-the crisis, what
nurses say about the crisis, the hospital hierarchy, pay and conditions, applying for jobs, etc. The second part is
about communication in a simulated hospital setting. At its core are clinical forms relating to admission, patient
care and hospital discharge. These forms and clinical documents generate exercises, which practice parts of
language (idiomatic phrases, etc.) The book will be highly illustrated assisting with the clarity and understanding of
situations/scenarios.
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书籍目录

ForewordPrefaceAbbreviationsPlease note that the topics covered in each chapter are listed below the chaptertitles,
and the aspects of English being tested in the accompanying exercises aregiven in brackets.Part 1 The National
Health Service in the UK　1 The problem　　Letter from a nurse (comprehension, general vocabulary,
grammar)　　Working conditions and the crisis (comprehension,general vocabulary)　　Agency nurses-a
sticking plaster solution(vocabulary, using articles)　　Pay-the facts (comprehension, numbers)　2 Foreign
nurses and the NHS UK hospitals need foreign nurses (comprehension,general vocabulary)　　Job
advertisements (comprehension, general vocabulary)　　Employment in the UK (using prepositions)　
　Rossitza Bontcheva-Bulgarian nurse (general vocabulary,comprehension)　　An example of a CV
(comprehension)　　Problems with overseas nurses in the NHS (comprehension,general vocabulary)　3
Nursing in the UK　　The work of doctors and nurses in the UK (vocabulary,comprehension)　　The NHS
versus private medicine (vocabulary, practising verbs and prepositions)　　Health in the UK (grammar
practice)Part 2 Records and notes　4 The needforgood records　　Memo from a Medical Director (vocabulary,
passive and active sentences)　　Making notes and reading other people's notes (comprehension of medical
notes, grammar, medical vocabulary)　　Patient records: the law (comprehension, grammar)
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